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What body parts can many lizards lose and grow back?Oddly enough, a lizard can grow back
it’s tail after it has been completely lost or cut off!If you like interesting and interactive trivia
questions like this, then keep reading…We know trivia is fun, especially for kids, but we also
know that learning new things and gaining new knowledge on topics you love is one of the most
enjoyable parts about it.Trivia has been around since the dawn of time and continuously brings
new and fun interactive ways for friends, family and children to enjoy together.Unfortunately,
finding interesting topics to learn about can take a lot of time and effort to find when searching all
over the webLuckily, Trivia for Smart Kids puts an end to this problem, having all of the
information you want to learn about and test your skills on in one, convenient place.In Trivia for
Smart Kids, you can expect:To learn about the amazing health benefits of trivia questions10
different categories of trivia including creepy crawlies, video games, space, movies, flags, weird
laws, candy and more300+ different and mind-blowing questionsQuestions that are easy to read
and comprehendMultiple choice formatClear and concise narration for the ultimate trivia
experienceAnd much more…Now, we know some types of trivia questions can be repetitive and
boring and seeing the same questions you always see over and over again is no fun.We’ve
made it our #1 priority to create new, interesting and intriguing questions in order to keep you
interested and always wanting more.So, are you ready to test your skills and see what you know
about all different kinds of trivia? Then scroll up and click the “Add to Cart” button now!

About the AuthorAs before with Genesis Breyer P-Orridge --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Trivia for Smart Kids! A Game Book with 300 Questions About Bugs, Video Games, Space,
Movies, Flags, Weird Laws, Candy and More! Funny Fox © Copyright 2019 - Funny Fox All
rights reserved. The content contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or
transmitted without direct written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no
circumstances will any blame or legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for
any damages, reparation, or monetary loss due to the information contained within this book.
Either directly or indirectly.Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. This book is only for
personal use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part, or the
content within this book, without the consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please
note the information contained within this document is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. All effort has been executed to present accurate, up to date, and reliable,
complete information. No warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge
that the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical or professional advice.
The content within this book has been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed
professional before attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document,
the reader agrees that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or
indirect, which are incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this
document, including, but not limited to, — errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.Table of
ContentsIntroductionWhat Are Our Categories?How to Use This BookCategory 1:
CountriesCategory 1:AnswersCategory 2: FlagsCategory 2: AnswersCategory 3: Strange
LawsCategory 3: AnswersCategory 4: US HistoryCategory 4: AnswersCategory 5: Slugs and
Snails (and Puppy-dog Tails)Category 5: AnswersCategory 6: VideogamesCategory 6:
AnswersCategory 7: Sugar and Spice and Everything NiceCategory 7: AnswersCategory 8:
DisneyCategory 8: AnswersCategory 9: Greek and Roman GodsCategory 9: AnswersCategory
10: SpaceCategory 10: AnswersConclusion Introduction Did you know?Can you guess?Let me
tell you--!Everyone loves trivia! Whether you’re wowing your friends, having a friendly
competition with your family, or just want to learn something new, this trivia book is a perfect
companion. With over 300 questions in ten different categories, you’re sure to find something to
catch your eye and keep you reading. Before long, you’ll be the one to go to for anyone who
wants to know more about the world!Don’t have time to sit and read or find words on paper a bit
too overwhelming when your brain is trying to solve trivia puzzles? That’s no problem – we also
have that issue sometimes! That’s why we’re offering this book in audio format, too. Play it to
yourself before you sleep and wake up with a brain bursting with ideas! It’s also a great way to
share with large groups because when everyone can hear the questions, it’s much harder to
peek at the answers.The important thing is that you use this book how you want to and grab as
much impressive knowledge as you can. The “how-to” page gives you some hints, but
remember, you’re the boss! Be creative, now your trivia, and have fun! Who is this book for?This



book is for smart kids and teens and their parents who love a good quiz. What makes trivia so
important? Lots of things!- Trivia boosts confidence!: It sometimes feels like it’s a really hard
time to be a kid! It’s easy to feel like you’re not good enough, not smart enough – but learning
trivia and getting questions right helps remind you that’s not true at all! Even getting things wrong
is good for you; learning to speak out without being afraid is one of the best lessons you can
learn with your friends and family.- Trivia encourages bonding: Sometimes it’s really tricky to
find time and things to do with your family and friends, right? Cracking out this trivia book is a
great way to find something you can all do together, no matter your ages or backgrounds.
Friendly competition or exciting teamwork will make quiz time fun for everyone!- Trivia helps
with reading comprehension: Questions for smart kids and teens means questions with slightly
trickier wording than you might be used to! Either reading or listening to these questions will help
improve your vocabulary and pronunciation and you’ll be able to hold more complicated and
clever conversations in no time!- Trivia reduces boredom: There are so many things to do,
but it can be hard to find something to fill those quiet moments. Just open your book or press
play on your book for a whole world of interesting questions to learn and play with your friends!-
Trivia makes better concentration: Concentrating can be hard when there’s so many
different things going on in the world at any given time. Getting good at trivia means getting good
at focusing on just one thing and using all your brainpower for it – something good for adults and
kids alike!What Are Our Categories? There are ten top trivia categories in total in this book, and
they are readable and usable in any order you want. See what tickles your fancy most
below! 1CountriesAre you the one asking for directions, or the one giving them? Use this
category to find out who knows their countries from their counties and remembers that world
map your teacher has up at the back of the classroom!2FlagsOkay, so you’ve proven you know
your countries – but can you tell who they are on sight? Whether you’re watching soccer or ships
go by at sea, test whether you can tell at a glance to whom each flag belongs.3Strange lawsThe
law exists to help manage our day to day lives safely, but every so often you come across a bill
that just makes you go “huh”? Do you know the hows, whens, wheres, and whys of this sort of
bizarre rule?4US HistoryCan you tell your presidents from your senators? Your FDRs from your
MIAs? This category looks into the past and challenges you to find out!5Slugs and snails and
puppy-dog tailsDo you know your creepy crawlies? Find out what’s really slithering in the dirt
and crawling on your garden leaves! Insects, invertebrates, and reptiles all feature
here.6VideogamesWhether you gotta catch ‘em all or you’re more of a plumbing kind of kid,
chances are you love one videogame or the other. With these questions old and new, how much
do you really know about how you spend your time?7Sugar and spice and everything niceCandy
is pretty great, right? Amazing enough to fill a conversation? Willy Wonka might have just been a
story, but you’d be surprised how many whacky facts and figures exist around your sweet tooth!
8DisneyEven adults include Disney in their quizzes because there’s just so much in every
Disney movie! Everyone has their favorite, and if you’re a fan, you’ll be able to rattle off enough
answers to make your friends’ heads spin.9Greek and Roman GodsThe Greek and Roman gods



were pretty impressive! There were so many powerful deities that they pop up in all sorts of
things even today, from Disney’s Hercules to Percy Jackson. How much do you know about
them?10SpaceThe final frontier, and the last category in this book. Are you a star, or are you just
a vacuum? Is there life on Mars? What’s the difference between an asteroid and a meteorite?
Space is so far away and so close all at once. How much do you really know about it all?

Introduction Did you know?Can you guess?Let me tell you--!Everyone loves trivia! Whether
you’re wowing your friends, having a friendly competition with your family, or just want to learn
something new, this trivia book is a perfect companion. With over 300 questions in ten different
categories, you’re sure to find something to catch your eye and keep you reading. Before long,
you’ll be the one to go to for anyone who wants to know more about the world!Don’t have time to
sit and read or find words on paper a bit too overwhelming when your brain is trying to solve
trivia puzzles? That’s no problem – we also have that issue sometimes! That’s why we’re offering
this book in audio format, too. Play it to yourself before you sleep and wake up with a brain
bursting with ideas! It’s also a great way to share with large groups because when everyone can
hear the questions, it’s much harder to peek at the answers.The important thing is that you use
this book how you want to and grab as much impressive knowledge as you can. The “how-to”
page gives you some hints, but remember, you’re the boss! Be creative, now your trivia, and
have fun! Who is this book for?This book is for smart kids and teens and their parents who love a
good quiz. What makes trivia so important? Lots of things!- Trivia boosts confidence!: It
sometimes feels like it’s a really hard time to be a kid! It’s easy to feel like you’re not good
enough, not smart enough – but learning trivia and getting questions right helps remind you
that’s not true at all! Even getting things wrong is good for you; learning to speak out without
being afraid is one of the best lessons you can learn with your friends and family.- Trivia
encourages bonding: Sometimes it’s really tricky to find time and things to do with your family
and friends, right? Cracking out this trivia book is a great way to find something you can all do
together, no matter your ages or backgrounds. Friendly competition or exciting teamwork will
make quiz time fun for everyone!- Trivia helps with reading comprehension: Questions for
smart kids and teens means questions with slightly trickier wording than you might be used to!
Either reading or listening to these questions will help improve your vocabulary and
pronunciation and you’ll be able to hold more complicated and clever conversations in no time!-
Trivia reduces boredom: There are so many things to do, but it can be hard to find
something to fill those quiet moments. Just open your book or press play on your book for a
whole world of interesting questions to learn and play with your friends!- Trivia makes better
concentration: Concentrating can be hard when there’s so many different things going on in the
world at any given time. Getting good at trivia means getting good at focusing on just one thing
and using all your brainpower for it – something good for adults and kids alike!What Are Our
Categories? There are ten top trivia categories in total in this book, and they are readable and
usable in any order you want. See what tickles your fancy most below! 1CountriesAre you the



one asking for directions, or the one giving them? Use this category to find out who knows their
countries from their counties and remembers that world map your teacher has up at the back of
the classroom!2FlagsOkay, so you’ve proven you know your countries – but can you tell who
they are on sight? Whether you’re watching soccer or ships go by at sea, test whether you can
tell at a glance to whom each flag belongs.3Strange lawsThe law exists to help manage our day
to day lives safely, but every so often you come across a bill that just makes you go “huh”? Do
you know the hows, whens, wheres, and whys of this sort of bizarre rule?4US HistoryCan you
tell your presidents from your senators? Your FDRs from your MIAs? This category looks into the
past and challenges you to find out!5Slugs and snails and puppy-dog tailsDo you know your
creepy crawlies? Find out what’s really slithering in the dirt and crawling on your garden leaves!
Insects, invertebrates, and reptiles all feature here.6VideogamesWhether you gotta catch ‘em all
or you’re more of a plumbing kind of kid, chances are you love one videogame or the other. With
these questions old and new, how much do you really know about how you spend your time?
7Sugar and spice and everything niceCandy is pretty great, right? Amazing enough to fill a
conversation? Willy Wonka might have just been a story, but you’d be surprised how many
whacky facts and figures exist around your sweet tooth!8DisneyEven adults include Disney in
their quizzes because there’s just so much in every Disney movie! Everyone has their favorite,
and if you’re a fan, you’ll be able to rattle off enough answers to make your friends’ heads
spin.9Greek and Roman GodsThe Greek and Roman gods were pretty impressive! There were
so many powerful deities that they pop up in all sorts of things even today, from Disney’s
Hercules to Percy Jackson. How much do you know about them?10SpaceThe final frontier, and
the last category in this book. Are you a star, or are you just a vacuum? Is there life on Mars?
What’s the difference between an asteroid and a meteorite? Space is so far away and so close
all at once. How much do you really know about it all? How to Use This Book The most important
rule is to have fun with it. The rest is up to you! Here are the pain points if you’re a bit puzzled
about where to get started.- Each chapter has thirty questions about one of the categories
mentioned above.- You can read the chapters in any order!- Each multiple-choice
question has an answer either at the end of the chapter or after an audio pause.- Challenge
your friends and family or simply read alone to gather as much info as possible. Who’ll be
crowned the trivia monarch?- You can use the audio version in the car or over dinner, and
you can have your book on you wherever you go! Look for opportunities to use it with
everyone.Some dos and don’ts.Do Revisit old questions after a while – see what you can
remember Get other people involved. Trivia is fun in groups! Let people know the right
answer if they get it wrong!Don’t Cheat – what’s the point in trivia if you’re just going to look
up the answer before even guessing? Ruin it for everyone – if you’ve already read the
answer or done this question before, let someone else have a go! Brag – Winning is great,
but remember it’s supposed to be fun, too! Category 1: Countries “United States, Canada,
Mexico, Panama, Haiti, Jamaica, Peru;Republic Dominican, Cuba, Caribbean, Greenland, El
Salvador too!”-Yakko, Animaniacs 1. Which of these is the largest country in the world by area?



a) Chinab) Russiac) Canadad) USAAnswer 2. And which is the largest by population?
a) Russiab) Indiac) Chinad) USAAnswer 3. In which country did the Olympic Games
initially begin?a) Rome (now Italy)b) Greecec) Russiad) South AfricaAnswer 4. Which
of these is not a country in Africa?a) The Central African Republicb) Egyptc) Guinead)
MongoliaAnswer 5. Which of these countries has a unicorn as their national animal?a)
Scotlandb) Irelandc) Walesd) EnglandAnswer 6. This island nation is the only place
lemurs are found in the wild.a) New Zealandb) Madagascarc) Maltad)
MauritiusAnswer 7. Which country was home to fairytale author Hans Christian Andersen?a)
Germanyb) Switzerlandc) Denmarkd) NorwayAnswer 8. Which of these is the currency of
Japan?a) Yenb) Yuanc) Wond) RupeeAnswer 9. This continent has 54 countries.a)
Europeb) Oceania (Australasia)c) Asiad) AfricaAnswer 10. This country was where The
Lord of the Rings was filmed!a) Scotlandb) Irelandc) New Zealandd)
AustraliaAnswer 11. Germany used to be split into ‘East Germany’ and ‘West Germany’ by the
Berlin Wall. East Berlin was the capital city of East Germany. Do you know which of these was
the capital of West Germany?a) Bonnb) West Berlinc) Hamburgd) FrankfurtAnswer 12.
This country is where you can find the Anne Frank Housea) Germanyb) The
Netherlandsc) Polandd) AustriaAnswer 13. How many time zones exist across the whole
USA?a) Fiveb) Onec) Eightd) NineAnswer 14. And how many legal time zones exist in
China?a) Oneb) Sevenc) Fourd) SixAnswer 15. Where did fireworks come from initially?
a) Japanb) Koreac) Indiad) ChinaAnswer 16. Evita tells the story of a lady leader of this
country, and features Don’t Cry for Me, _____, a song urging the country not to mourn her
loss.a) Jamaicab) Hollandc) Argentinad) BrazilAnswer 17. Which of these countries
boasts the highest number of natural (not man-made) lakes?a) Scotlandb) USAc)
Canadad) ItalyAnswer 18. The River Nile is associated most with Egypt, but only 22% of the
river is within the country’s borders. It actually flows through eleven countries! Which of these
isn’t one of them?a) Kenyab) Sudanc) Ethiopiad) GhanaAnswer 19. The ancient citadel
known as Machu Picchu is found in which country?a) Perub) Cambodiac) Japand)
MexicoAnswer 20. The title of ‘most pyramids in the country’ belongs to which African nation?
a) Egyptb) Sudanc) Kenyad) GhanaAnswer 21. Which of these countries was called
Ceylon until 1972?a) Sri Lankab) Sudanc) Bengald) SingaporeAnswer 22. Brr! One of
these countries reached the lowest recorded temperature in the world at −90.0 °F (-67.8 °C).
Which one?a)     Canadab)     Norwayc)     Russia
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E G, “Great learning tool. Kids enjoyed it”

The book by Jason Louv has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 20 people have provided feedback.
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